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QUESTION 1

When assigning fabric administrator role to a user or group of users who will manage the implemented fabric group
design of the vRealize Automation deployment, which are three considerations to take into account? (Choose three.) 

A. The architect can add the fabric administrator role to a system-wide role such as IaaS administrator or system
administrator, so that the fabric administrator can create reservations for any tenant, NOT just their own. 

B. The fabric administrator manages physical machines and compute resources assigned to their fabric group(s) and
creates and manages the reservations and policies associated with those 1sources within the scope of their tenant. 

C. The fabric administrator is responsible for user and group management, notifications and business policies such as
approvals and entitlements. 

D. The fabric administrator manages property groups, n1achine prefixes and the property dictionary t hat are used
across all tenants and business groups. 

E. The fabric administrator tracks resource usage by all users within the fabric group and initiates reclamation requests
for virtual machines. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 2

An emerging software start-up company is growing rapidly. The Engineering department is looking to quickly scale its
testing environment into the cloud. The vRealize Automation architect has been tasked with recommending the
appropriate user role for a newlyformed integration team to integrate VMware vCloud Air into the Engineering Tenant.
What is the minimum user role that must be granted to the integration team? 

A. Container Administrator 

B. Fabric Administrator 

C. Tenant Administrator 

D. IaaS Administrator 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

An architect for a vRealize Automation (vRA) deployment project has met with the IT team and gathered the following
requi 

1.

 Automated 30-day power off and archive 

2.

 99.99% SLA of the custom portal 
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3.

 Utilize built in functionality 

4.

 HIPAA Compliance 

5.

 API calls to vRA and NSX 

6.

 Custom Portal 

To which infrastructure quality does the \\'\\'99.99% SLA of the custom portal\\' technical requirement map? 

A. Manageability 

B. Performance 

C. Security 

D. Availability 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A company is currently experiencing long infrastructure provisioning times, given that the process to ask, 

review, approve and deploy their services is manual with many people involved. It is considering vRealize Automation
as a resolution, but it wants to better understand how much resources it is going to need. Which three should the
architect 

consider when determining the appropriate vRealize Automation deployment size for this environment? (Choose three.) 

A. number of managed machines 

B. number of concurrent machine provisions 

C. number of catalog items 

D. number of blueprints 

E. number of endpoints 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 5

A company is in the process of finalizing its cross-team requirements for its Cloud Management Platform design. The
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Cloud Infrastructure team has indicated that it would like a way to interact with the platform programmatically. After
some research, the decision is made to use vRealize CloudClient. What are three use cases for using the selected
command-line utility? (Choose three.) 

A. Browse the catalog and submit a request. 

B. Execute a workload reclamation request. 

C. Import and export blueprints and other content to a human-readable format. 

D. Update DNS on the vRealize Automation appliance. 

E. Execute vRealize Orchestrator workflows. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

Reference https://code.vmware.com/tool/cloudclient/4.5.0 
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